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Bcacfc Party on the Bcrdcr!

Students' cars were toilet-papered in The Highlands near WSU.
Photo by Justin Garman

Campus Crime

i-BOO-SOPAORt
www.springbreak.sooodre.com
Arson/Related offenses
Nov. 15: Vandalism was
reported in the men's restroom in the Union Market.

www.theguardiononline.com
www.theguardiononline.com
www.theguardiononline.com

iBody Werfces
Your complete repair facility!
Quality is our top priority. We have trained and
certified technicians. We are modern and fully
equipped. We handle any insurance claim.
426-9000

Assault
Nov.13: An arrest for assault
was made in Laurel Mall in
the Woods.
Nov.14: A non-aggravated
assault incident was reported in Boston Hall in the
Woods.
Larceny/Theft
Nov.12: A theft of items valued at over S600 was report-

1203 N. Fairfield Rd.
Quick return o f your car is our goal!

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS. HOSTESS. AND KITCHEN POSITIONS
(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg-Centervillc Rd.
Dayton. OH 45459

F e c Ground
Ex
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding,
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break

lobby of Russ Engineering
Building.
Nov. 17: A cell phone was
reported stolen from Forrest
Lane apartments.
Public Peace offenses
Nov.15: Telephone harassment was reported in
College Park.
Traffic
Nov.14: A non-injury property damage auto crash was
reported at the intersection
of Loop Rd. and Center Rd.

News Bits
New scholarship honors
former department chair
WSU announced the Bob and
Shirley Davies Endowed
Scholarship at WSU's School
of Medicine. The scholarship
was created in memory of
the couple that perished in a
plane crash in Oct. 2001. Dr.
Robert A. Davies served as
former chair of the
Department of Internal
Medicine at WSU and clinical
professor when he returned
to his private practice in
1982.

Password changes required
for online campus services
Anyone having a university
email, Novell or UNIX
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS Qualified Candidates apply in petson at
account will be required to
FedEx Ground
Qualification*
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
change their password
• 18 years O' older
Huber Heights, OH 45424
• Must be able !o lift 50 lbs.
before Dec. 9. Also affected
• Ability to load, unload, ond soft packages 'Vomen and Minorities are encouraged to apply
will be anyone who uses dial
• Paft-time, 5-day week
EOE/AA
up internet access or wire• SB 50-9.00/hr. to start. >cheduled raises Fedex.conVus/caieers
less network access as well
a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.

ed stolen from a motor vehicle in Nutter Center lot 9.
Nov. 12: A complaint of misuse of a Wright-Patt debit
card was reported in College
Park.
Nov.14: A digital camera was
reported stolen from Rike
Hall.
Nov.14: A t-shirt was reported stolen from an office in
Rike Hall.
Nov.14: S200 was reported
stolen from 027 Creative
Arts Center.
Nov.14: A cell phone was
reported stolen from the

as WebCT. The new password
will be referred to as your
"campus password."
Passwords may be reset by
going to CATS online or by
stopping at the help desk in
the library annex.

by Community Blood Center
and Community Tissue
Services in the student
union on Nov. 20 from 10
a.m. to 2p.m. All registered
donors will receive free tshirts.

Craft show helps fund
scholarships
WSU held its 16th annual
Women in the Arts Craft
Show and Sale Nov. 1S in the
Student Union. The event
sponsored by the WSU
Organization for Women
included crafts from local
female artisans and proceeds
helped to support the WOW
scholarship fund for non-traditiona' women at WSU.

WSU to host business workshops
The Ohio Small Business
Development Center at WSU
will sponsor "The Three
Keys to Explosive Online
Sales," on Dec.4 from 8:30
a.m. until noon in E163B of
the Student Union. Topics
that will be covered include:
online success strategies
and business models, using
search engines, calculating
returns on investments for
advertising and using traffic
data to manage websites.
Internet Marketing Institute
founder Jerry Perrich will
present the workshop.

Greek organization to help
with blood drive
WSU's chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho will help the out
with a blood drive to be held

i
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News
Questions arise over classroom space
Renovations to Millett Hall haven't solved problem of classroom space

By Valerie Lough
Staff w r i t e r

Officials at WSU art'
developing ihe Fall 2003
schedule early to accommodate changes in the general
education requirement, class
size and shifting class hours,
according to Dave Sauter of
the University Registrar.
Sauter told the Guardian
that fall quarter would begin
earlier than it has in the past
so that finals and commencement will be completed by
Thanksgiving. Changes in the
time block grid are being
adjusted to accommodate
the shift that some colleges
are making from a 3 credit
hour base to a 4 credit hour
base as well as plans to
reduce class sizes.
"We have new space with
the opening of Millett this
year, Allyn in recent years
and changes in the student
union, etc.," said Sauter.
Some faculty members
question classroom space
availability following the renovation of Millett Hall. "1
wish there were more classrooms," said James Sayer,
chair of the department of
communications. "There is
plenty of what's called 'non-

dedicate
space' ir
Millett tl
could ea
be made
viable cl
rooms."
Sayei
that he
expects i
issue of
ed space
be more
prevalen
next yea
with the
impleme
tion of tl
new schi
ule, but t
Registrar
does not
foresee a
problem.
are confi
....
iu»vjmrnan, one or tne targe lecture classrooms being phased out under the new schedule.
we will have
Photo by Justin Garmon
the class
rooms we
students per class, with writthat our students depend
not clear what specific
need for (Fall) '03." said
ing intensive sections
on," said Charles Funderburk
changes are under way.
Sauter.
reduced to 40 students.
of the department of politi"The move to smaller
The changes come as fac"In the general education
cal science.
classes has always been our
ulty, students and parents
program it is difficult to
Though complaints about
institutional
desire and goal,
have grown increasingly disreduce section size lass than
class size have been common
as we are trying to provide a
satisfied with the size of
that with the number of facover the years, the decision
better teaching/learning
some general education
ulty we have and still mainto make changes was made
experience for our student
classes. The goal next acatain the Political Science,
to coincide with restructurand faculty, particularly firstdemic year is to reduce the
Criminal Justice and
ing of general education
year students." said Sauter.
sizes to no more than 90
International Studies Majors
requirements, though it is

Taft's $1.6 billion project will link higher education to ' '
Tv Swonger
Swnnnpr
Ty
Staff Writer

The Third Frontier
Project and reform of malpractice legislation are at the
top of Governor Bob Taft's
agenda after his landslide
victory in the Ohio gubernatorial race.
The Third Frontier
Project is a program
designed to link higher education with industry. The
project would cost an estimated SI.6 billion ro implement. The initiative is
designed to create jobs with
increased wages and pro-

, ,
mote research in these high
tech fields.
According to Taft, the
Third Frontier Project is an
essential part in developing
research methods. "To bring
Ohio up to a competitive
level research in knowledge
economies must be an
investing priority," said Taft.
Next year Taft plans to
ask voters to approve a S500
million bond issue to provide
additional support for the
Third Frontier Project. Also
in the works for next year,
Taft may hold a statewide
summit concerning the Third
Frontier Project.

"We are in a very competitive world marketplace,"
said Taft. "We're try ing to
create a situation in which
our employers can be more
productive and more successful."
Taft continually linked
the Third Frontier Project to
providing an increase in
funding to higher education
during his gubernatorial
campaign.
Next on the governor's
agenda is to encourage local
lawmakers to develop and
enact legislation to combat
what he considers to be a
Continued on page 8

'

Governor Taft greets the crowd during a public appeara'icf

Photo by Justin Garmon
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New major added to Liberal Arts
tin department of politStudents must choose
ical science.
fine arts, humanities or
Sirkin, the director of
social sciences as an area of
the new program,
concentration to receive the
believes such a major
Bachelor . ' n s in Liberal
will be utilized at WSU.
Studies degree.
There are a lot of stuRequirements for the
dents in University
major include 57 hours of
College who haven't
general educa
declared a major, as
tion, 20 hours
well as some adult and
of foreign lantransfer students who
guage, 12
have a lot of credit
hours of
hours from other uniresearch meth:rsities and need a
ods, 12 hours
more flexible program,"
of professional
said Sirkin.
component, 8
The major is strucMark Sirkin, director of the Liberal
hours of intertured to allow students
disciplinary
Studies program.
to design a program
studies, 23
File Photo
that fits their needs
hours of elecBy Valerie Lough
and interests as well as pretives and 60
Staff Writer
pares them for careers in a
hours for the
variety of fields. Students
major. Major
As part of a nationwide
who major in Liberal Studies
requirements include 24
trend at public universities,
may use the program as a
hours of core requirements
WSU has developed a Liberal
pre-law curriculum and preand 36 hours of concentraStudies Major available to
pare for jobs in media,
tion requirements that allow
students this quarter,
research, marketing and pubstudents to design their own
according to Mark Sirkin of
lishing.
concentration with the help

of academic advisors.
Students who major in
Liberal Studies can choose
from courses in Art and Art
History, Theatre Arts,
Classics, Communications,
History, Philosophy , Religion,
Economics, Political Science
and Urban
Affairs and
Geography,
ording to
the College of
Liberal Arts.
'It's every
bit as demanding as any
other major,"
said Sirkin
"It's up and
running. We
have a dozen
majors so far
and I'd say I
get about one or two
inquiries a week."
Those who are interested
in the program may con' act
Mark Sirkin at 775-4222 for
more information.

Students will
choose from
fine arts,
humanities &
socuil sciences
as an area of
concentration

Congratulations
December 2002 Graduates
Best Wishes
From the
Office of Student Life
I
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Dayton NAACP elects new president
a

New president will replace Jessie O. Gooding, who served for 18 years

By Jake Stanley
Itanley
Assistant News Editor

nrosiri. nr members
m o m h m must be
president
at least 17 years of age and
have been members for at
The Dayton branch of the
least 30 days.
NAACP recently elected
"I feel great," said
Floyd B. Johnson iheir new
Johnson. "He'll (Gooding) be
president Johnson. 63. takes
operating with me in an adviover for former chief Jessie
sory capacity because he is
O. Gooding who ended his
president emeritus, and I'll
18-year tenure as president.
be consulting him."
"We have a good organiThe exact vote counts
zation. However, there is
were not released because
always room
the organization
for improve
keeps the size
"We have a good
mem I would
of its memberchallenge the organization.
ship private, but
new president However, there is
Johnson
to roll up his
received twice
always room for
sleeves and
as many votes
get in there
improvement. I
as My les III.
and give it the
The NAACP
would
challenge
the
ole' college
has about
try," said the new president to
500,000 mem74 year old
roll up his sleeves bers worldwide
Gooding.
with growing
and get in there
Johnson
membership
previously
and give it the ole' among the
served as
younger populacollege try."
chairman of
tion. "The
-Jessie O. Gooding, for- fastest growth
the branch's
political action mer president of the
in our national
committee and Dayton NAACP.
membership is
was Gooding's
under 30," said
preferred choice for filling
John While, director of comthe position.
munications for the NAACP
Johnson beat out Albert
national office in Baltimore.
Myles in, the preferred canJohnson's focus will be
didate of the nominating
placed upon issues of unemcommittee and Trotwoodployment, the criminal jusMadison Middle School
tice system and working with
teacher Lemauel Booker Jr.
the community and schools.
In order to vote on the
Johnson's term will begin

Wekme
Jan. I and according to him
the organization will be tak
ing advantage of the recent
passage of Issue -I that will
improve Dayton area
schools.
Also elected were Carl
Moyler, 1 st vice president,
Tanya Ilopson, 2nd vice
president, Derrick Forward,
3rd vice president, Annette
P.Brown, secretary and
Edward Dudley, treasurer.
Officials are elected to
two-year terms, but they are
not compensated.

Place your
c l a s s i f i e d ad i n
t h e Guardian
today.
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WSU sponsors Christmas for Kids

Students, faculty and staff members are encouraged to make donations
By Greg Simms
Volunteer Writer
This holiday season, WSU
will continue to sponsor the
Christmas for Kids campaign. The campaign is
designed to give gifts to
underprivileged children and
families
The children will provide
"wish lists" to WSU faculty,
students and staff. The gifts
can range from toys and
clothes to other miscellaneous items. The program is
co-sponsored by For Love of
Children, Inc., (FLOC), and
Montgomery
County Children Services
(MCCS). Christmas for Kids
was conceptualized by the
MCCS.
The Office of
Communications and
Marketing is in charge of
asking for the "lifts. Wendy
Feerer, media specialist/web
coordinator for WSU, is handling the coordination of the
program. She isn't new to the
program, "We were doing it
when I was a student," said
Feerer. "I started doing this
in 1995."
When asked about how
effective and thorough the
program has been, Feerer
replied, "We adopted 100
children. We also received
CD changers and bikes. The
people are so generous."

FLOC hopes that thousands of children that are
involved will get gifts and
toys for the holidays. MCCS
hopes that that safety that
they already provide to the
children can be combined
with the presents they may
receive through the efforts
of the FLOC.
For those interested in
sending toys, cash donations,
clothes or anything else to
the children, there are several basic guidelines. FLOC
won't accept food donations,
nor toy weapons (guns, bow
and arrows, and swords.) The
gifts given cannot be
wrapped and the FLOC must
deem the gifts appropriate.
Also, the program is for the
kids only. Adult's involved
with MCCS may not participate.
If you are a student, faculty or staff member that is
interested in adopting a child
or family for the charity,
there are a number of people
you may contact. You can
reach Wendy Feerer at (937)
775-3314. You may also contact FLOC's Toy Cottage and
Coordinator Jodi Riley at
(937) 275-2267. The deadline for adopting a child or
family is Dec. 4th. The gifts
will be delivered to
Montgomery County
Children Services on Dec.
12 th.

www.theguardionoaline.com

i Maple View
Apartments

l
A group of volunteers from the Christmas for Kids Campaign.
Photo by Justin Carmon
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Oversized Muffins,
Cookies (Vegan)
Chocolate Covered
Espresso Beans
~Drink SpecialsInternational Coffees
Honors Dorm Retail
2nd Floor
above the estore
WORTH THE
WALK!

O F TIIK D O R M S ?
Minutes from Campus!
All Styles of apartments available!
Starting at only $ 2 5 0 p e r roommate
for a
2 Bedroom Apt.

Have a safe a n d p l e a s a n t
holiday s e a s o n f r o m
US Air F o r c e

Act now to receive great move u specials!!
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Ohio voters say no to Issue 1
The proposed amendment failed by a ratio of near
Ty Swonger
Staff Writer
Issue 1, the proposed
amendment to Ohio's constitution, failed at the polls by
nearly a 2 to 1 ratio.
Issue 1 would have
offered nonviolent first and
second time offenders the
option to opt for treatment
instead of incarceration. If
enacted, the issues savings
projection estimates were
ranging in the area of S22.4
million per year in incarceration cost over the first six
years. However, the savings
would not have been enough
to counter the S38 million
per year price tag on the
proposed treatment and
rehabilitation.
Governor Bob Taft, along
with his wife Hope, was a
staunch opponent of the

amendment. "Issue 1 is deader than a dodo," said Iaft,
who accredited his wife with
playing a major part in the
dismissal of the issue. "She
understands this field: she
understands why it's bad for
Ohio and bad for criminals
trying to overcome their
addiction. I tried to warn the
backers of Issue 1 not to
mess with Hope Taft."
The governor also commended Democratic Mayor
of Toledo, Jack Ford, who
was co-chair of the anti-Issue
1 group. "His stature as a
former House Minority
Leader and as a former treatment provider gave great
credibility to the campaign,"
said Taft.
Ford who believed that an
amendment to the state constitution was taking it too
far, shared in the Taft fami-

lies elation o tin rejection
of Issue 1. "It is not the right
way to go," said ord.
The Director >1 the Ohio
Campaign for New Drug
Policies (OCNDP),fcdOrlett,
was among those who
believed that Issue 1 was the
right way to go.
Orlett. a former state
representative, was disheartened by the decision.
"They've won a small skirmish in what is a great battle. It's a rather hollow victory based on a very negative
campaign," said Orlett. "I've
had judges tell me that there
are courtrooms where
first-time offenders are sent
to jail and it's a tremendous
cost that we don't need to
b-ar."
Orlett and the OCNDP, along
with a group of wealthy
investors backing the issue

to 1

financially,
garnered
support
from
groups
such as the
Ohio
Legislative
Black
Caucus
and
Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Tim
Hagan.
Among
these pro- Ed Orlett, Ohio Council for New Drug Policy
ponents
director.
Photo by Justin Garmon
some
believe that
around. However, Orlett
the ballot language written
believes that the issue will be
by the Republican-controlled back on the ballot in 2004.
ballot board may have ulti"We can't continue to throw
mately thwarted the issues
money and throw people
chances at approval this time away," said Orlett.

What are the two main differences
between new textbooks and used ones?
New ones cost 25% more,
and oh yeah, they're shiny.
Save Big. Buy Used.
Where to get the things you need.
WSU Clothing &
Paperbacks
Do.-m & Apartment
Accessories

1

Ssl ,

Textbooks - Used & New
Art, Engineering
& School Supplies
Greeting Cards & Gifts

%
ww w. wsucol lege store .com
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy • Fairborn, Oh 45324 • 427 3338
Mon -Fri 8:30am - 7pm Sat 10am - 5pm
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The Guardian unveils new web page
The new version ot •
easier navigation ana i
more structured layout

Current I*»uc: WcUnctdoy. November 13, JOOi

By Dan Brock
News editor

W f c t K L V V*C

Ohit» u< piiMimnv Make
IliCorv In Miil-V ««r Hmiuii'
A snapshot of the new look G u a r d i a n W e b site
Photo by Justin Garmon

D a y t o n Hlmtortc District
One Bedroom
S33S.OO * And Up
Located 12 min. From Campus
Victorian
Woodwork,
Brick Walls
Carpeted
Or Hardwood
Floors
Newly Painted Exceptionally
Clean

3601 Linden Ave. Dayton, Ohio 45410

Live MusitfcveqSat. Nighi - cover
Visit our website for more information
www.tobystavern.com

y
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Bring this ad for f r e e
admission Saturdays
Research Subjects Needed
Metabolic Epinephrine Sensitivity in Diabetes
Individuals with type 1 diabetes o n insulin only and
healthy individuals o n no medications b e t w e e n 18
a n d 40 years old are invited to participate in a study
investigating h o w the body responds to low blood
sugar.
Principal Investigator,
Robert R Hoffman, MD,
Department of Pediatrics,
C o l u m b u s Children's Hospital.
Participation will involve two overnight stays in the
Clinical Research Center at University Hospitals.
C o m p e n s a t i o n for participation will be provided. Call
614-722-4425 for more information.

Place J
your
classified
ad
i n the
Guardian
today.

WSU's student newspaper, The Guardian, recently
unveiled a new format for
it's online edition.
The primary reason for
the new online version was
the overall appearance of the
original page. "I wasn't
happy with the way it
looked," said Chris Poteet,
web editor for The Guardian.
Other reasons for the new
web page stemmed from
organization problems and
an absence of information
for those interested in purchasing advertising space.
Online readers also
voiced concern over attaining
contact information for The
Guardian staff. "People
expressed concern that there
was no clear connection
between the web page and
the editorial staff and writers," said Poteet.
Since it's inception The
Guardian online has
increased in popularity and
it rivals the readership of the
print version. "There are
almost more people who
view the online than the
print (version)," said Poteet.
"We have over 2000 hits a
week to the web page and
there is an increase in the
number of subscriptions per
week by about 20-40 peo-

pie.
It takes approximately
one minute for first time
users to subscribe to The
Guardian online. The subscription is free to readers
and it offers accessibility to
the entire page, including
past issues of the newspaper.
According to the Poteet
the new online version provides several advantages
over the old one. "The new
version offers easier navigation of the page, a cleaner
appearance and more of a
structured layout."
Modifications are made
to the online version on a
weekly basis in regards to
changes in content and
advertising. The Guardian
online is also periodically
changed due to complaints.
According to Poteet the
web page is visually superior
to that of other student publications. "I took on a different approach than a lot of
other student newspaper
web pages, so our page is a
lot more graphically
enhanced."
"The senior editor of
College Publisher (the program used for the new web
page) congratulated me on
the quality of the page and it
will be featured in their
design gallery of excellence,"
said Poteet.

Place your
c l a s s i f i e d ad i n t h e G u a r d i a n
today.

Your
Mom wants
ou to read the
Guardian.

28,000 students
vote on new mascot
Mascot will be part of next years
celebration of first controlled and
powered flight
By Greg Simms
Volunteer writer
Turbo is the official name
of the mascot for next year's
celebration of the Wright
brother's first controlled and
powered flight.
Last week nearly 28,000
public school students voted
on the name. The election
was conducted by the Kids
Voting Ohio/ Founder's
Region. Officials from
KVO/FR say the name Turbo
received 50 percent of the
vote. The name Pilot came in
second and Flaps was third.
The student votes came from
38 school districts.
Co- President for
Inventing Flight, Madeline
Iseli, said the students
also chose FlightScape as the
name for Legacy Plaza at
Deeds Point. That will be the
headquarters of July's centennial of flight celebration.
The name FlightScape beat

out Wright Celebration Plaza
and Inventing Flight Plaza.
KVO/FR is the second
oldest kids voting organization in the country. It's a
non-profit organization
that's geared towards teaching young people about the
importance of voting.
On Election Day, students
arrive at polls and cast a ballot on the same issues and
candidates as their adult
counterparts.
There are many facets to
the organization, such as the
Voting Performance Troupe,
community meetings, Kids
Voting rallies and televised
public Service announcements.
The
KVO/FR has organized
events such as the Mike
Peters editorial cartoon contest, the Student Citizenship
awards Art Contest, the
Voter Registration Drive, the
Bipartisan Bash, Election Day
and the Kids Voting Salutes.

Taft's $1.6
billion project

Continued from page 3
crisis in the medical malpractice insurance industry .
Taft is already in support
of a similar bill sponsored by
Senator David Goodman
Senate Bill 281. According to
the bill's proponents, SB 281
would confront a primary
cause of the higher malpractice insurance premiums by
increasing the cost of investigating, defending and settling the claims. The bill
would also limit the amount
a jury could award for pain
and suffering to $300,000 in
medical malpractice cases.
"Senate Bill 281 contains
practical, common sense

reforms that will help defray
unnecessary litigation costs
while ensuring that patients
who are harmed can seek
and receive fair compensation through our courts,"
said Taft. "We need these
critical reforms to protect
and maintain the health care
options of the people of
Ohio."
"The governor would like
lawmakers to begin considering the issues in the medical
malpractice arena sometime
in the near future, in hopes
to nave a bill for Taft to
review by year's end," said
Brain Hicks, Taft's chief of
staff.

TheGuarAan
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W.S.U.'s
ttl apartments
c y Maple View
Apartments
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Campus buttons dov.n for winter, repression

By Josh Sweigart
Opinions Edftor
There's nothing
quite like the
encroachment of winter at Wright State.
The leaves change
and briefly match the
Big (Explicative) Red
Thing, before they're
swept away by maintenance crews.
Students are relegated to the tunnels
like a scene from
some post-apocalyptic
holocaust movie
where the human race
is forced underground.
The opinions editor disappears forever, never to return.
(Actually, I'm graduating. Bon Voyage suckers! It's time for me to
file into the ranks of
the "educated" middle
class. God rest my
soul.)
One of the most

telling signs of the frosty
season is the cigarette smokers, huddled like rats, standing half-in half-out of every
building on campus grabbing
a quick fix. And like the
leaves and the activity of
grounds maintenance, there's
a symbiotic response as nonsmokers take to contempt
because they have to walk by
the smokers in order to get
to class.
This has been confronted
in a variety of ways. The
school once considered making all smokers stand at least
10 feet away from any building. Tobacco-Free Ohio, an
anti-civil liberties group, tries
every year to petition the
school to ban smoking on
campus. Generally , nonsmokers just saunter by with
angry scowls.
I say let's nip this at the
bud. Let Tobacco-Free Ohio
have their way. Get smokers
away from the doors, away
from the school; in fact just
ship them to Afghanistan
where no one will be able to
smell their smoke over the
burning rubble and camel
dung. Because in those three
seconds I spend walking into
the door, my gentle nostrils
are offended and my nasal
cavity takes far precedence
over their rights.
In fact, why stop there.
Let's outlaw cheap cologne
on campus. If I have to sit in

class one more time next
to someone who smells like
they were vomited on by
flowers, I...okay I don't
know what I'd do but it
would be bad. Obviously,
my olfactory senses are
fragile, so let's ban driving
on campus, eating onions
or unwashed art majors.
I have other senses too
that need protecting. My
eyes, and faith in humanity, are offended when I see
Capri pants or prebleached jeans. In fact,
anything that's a knockoff
of '50s WASP or white
trash fashion. My respect
for women is under attack
when I see midriffs that
cut off over an inch above
the belly button (arms
down, of course), or anything that was intended for
sex drenched clubs but
worn to school.
My ears are offended by
Tennessee drawls, I would
like them to only be able to
speak at least ten feet from
any building. In this same
vein, I would like talk
about celebrity marriages,
afternoon talk shows or
music by Eminem banned
from campus.
Only then will I be truly
happy. When I am shut off
from every offensive smell,
every reference to lifestyles
I disagree with and everything that could be consid-

ered unhealthy. Fvei other
month they prove cell
phones cause cancer, so we
need to get rid of them,
along with Sacrin, fried
foods, radio waves and the
Sun.
My point is simple. It's
the theme of every after
school special made after
the mid-1980s: some people
will not agree with you, their
views or actions may even
offend you. But if you start
telling them they can't do or
say something simply
because it offends you, without harming you, that's
repression.
Now of course FreedomFree Ohio says that secondhand smoke highly dangerous and can kill. But the
rats and bunnies they killed
in those tests were trapped
in a cage more polluted that
Detroit, not walking through
doors for a total of 10 seconds a day.
I stand for giving people
the freedom to live their own
lives, regardless of how
healthy or unhealthy I think
it is. Give them the info,
show them the pictures of
decaying lungs and Ozzy
Osbourne, and if they still
want to smoke, drink and
party it up, that's their right.
My nostrils be damned.

Title IX makes sense fry Paul
I am writing in
response to the article
on Title IX in the Nov.
13 issue of the
Guardian. I felt I could
add a little extra.
Because Wright State
doesn't have a big
male sports program
(a.k.a. football) it gives

the other male athletes at
this university a better
opprotunity for scholarships.
Therefore, as a male athlete here at WSU I feel-at the
very least indifferent about
the Title IX debate. And if
anything, as long as I'm at
WSU I think that it (Title IX)

is a good thing and it
shouldn't get overturned.
I hope this gets put on the
back-burners while Bush is
starting a war with the
Middle East.

Robert Strieker
Sophomore
Business Education
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Online evaluations would be pricelessLazy
As a part-time undergraduate CIEG student and lulltime provider tor my family
of four. I've often found
merit in polling other students about faculty that are
teaching the courses I'm
about to sign up for. This
practice, common to many
students, is especially essential for someone like me.
My time, money and ener
gy are finite and decisions
such as which prof to take
can be the difference
between success and failure
lor my academic career.
The one time I didn't
heed advise from a fellow
student was when I was taking a night course (really all 1
can take) for Calculus III. I
had been advised against taking this particular prof, but
there was only one available
and 1 needed the class. Long
story short, I found out the
"hard way" exactly why I was
advised accordingly.
I learned nothing, and
escaped the class with a C,
which was only possible
because of the inexcusably
drastic "curve." Calculus IV
will be unreachable without
retaking the course with a
student "approved" professor
This story is probably a

dent oriented," as opposed
to "administratively oriented."
Examples could be: "Is
the profs teaching style
good for those whom learn
best when material is presented visually? Rank I to
10." There could also be
specific questions composed by students that are
relevant. It could be useful
to know if a prof, is teaching the material that is truly
"prerequisite" to be successful in future classes.
It would be essential to
hear anecdotes from other
students in a moderated
forum to find out little tidbits of info such as "This
prof, likes to put trick questions on exams" or "The
pi< )f. of CS240 is a stickler
for project design work and
inline documentation."
What would be the possibility of getting university
support for such an idea,
and are there other students that think this is a
good idea?

familiar one for many students. It is one good example of when peer pressure is
a good thing.
I'm here to learn, before
all else, and I absolutely
need input from other students when making decisions on my schedule. The
problem is, sometimes 1
can't find someone who has
taken the course, or the
prof, in question is unfamiliar to the people I know.
What can I do then?
Traditionally, when facing this situation, I would
cross my fingers and dial up
Raider Express. This form of
"Russian roulette" is not the
preferred method of plan
ning my future. But what
alternative do I have? This
got me to thinking: What if
an online medium, say a
moderated web page forum,
was available to critique
profs?
Profs could be searchable by department, classes,
and "rank." Much like the
student evaluations every
student has to fill out at the
end of each quarter, key
questions could be composed that form a ranking
system. I would propose
that the questions be "stu-

John Diilick
Junior
Computer Engineering
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staff wastes
student money

Have you ever been driving through the university to
see a white four-door WSU
truck with five guys packed
into it, stopping every so
often while one guv hops out
to pick up a piece of trash?
Well. I see this every morning
and it makes me angry.
I used to have a class at
the Nutter Center and 1
would sit in the parking lot
beforehand just watching
that white truck driving slowas possible down every lane
till a piece of trash is spotted, then one guys gets out,
picks it up while the other
four guys sit in the truck,
and then move on to the
next piece of trash.
This seems like a complete waste of manpower and
not to mention, MY MONEY!
I can only wonder why our
tuition is so high. A term

called featherbedding can
describe what they 're doing.
This means that WSU hires
more people to do a job
than is needed, causing laziness among the workers.
Maybe instead of raising
our tuition by six percent,
we could just trim the fat of
the university and save
money.
There are many hard
working individuals at
Wright Stale that should be
rewarded for their efforts.
Unfortunately, there are
also many lazy employees
that get away with doing
nothing. I challenge this university to step in and not
allow everyone's money to
be wasted on these individuals.
Mike Hoban
Junior
Economics

Calling all musicians
The Dayton music scene
has got some serious thinking to do. It has been in constant flux over the past year.
Great bands have broken up
(ie. the recent end of
Dayton's glam-punkers The
Mystery Addicts and the
break-up of Workhorse),
local venues are closing
(first Twisters and now
McGuffy's) and it seems that
although the Utlent is out
there, apathy is the common
thread running through
most of the scene.
I remember the energy
that pulsated throughout
the summer when bands like
Maery Lanahan and newcomers Paul David Bach packed
Canal Street Tavern to the
brim during the Dayton
Band Playoffs.
However, this fall, things

have slowed to a snail's
pace. Great musicians are
without bands, left to strumming their guitars alone in
bedrooms or performing
solo acoustic acts to glazeeyed onlookers.
It's not that the will to
perform again isn't out
there. It's just easier to avoid
the struggle of starting
everything anew. Having to
put together a new band is
not unlike starting a newromantic relationship.
No matter the pain, the
means arc all worth the end.
So I call out to all local musicians to pull yourself together and give this town something to talk about.
Leslie Benson
Senior
English, Creative Writing
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SHORT ON CASH?
Dayton's largest tanning salon
New Donor Fees!
Monthly Promotions/
Giveaways

Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)
258-9530

Regular Donors
Earn Up To S228
a month by
donating potentially life s a v i n g
plasma!

Group Fund Raising
Available

www.aplacetotan.com

Visit our friendly modem center and find out more about the opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
224-1973
Open 7 dayr- a week

y/

^

r

Aventis

BUV 5 S€S5IONS
•

#

FOR $14.95 AND RGC6IV6

Bring this coupon T
and receive a
|
S5 Bonus on first •
donation.

165 E. Helena Street
Dayton. OH
RTA Bus 22
Musi bo 18-49 years ol age. posess a valid ID and prool ol Sual address.

Part-time entry level and labotomy positions available
Fax resume to 224-1976

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)
299-1225

2 FR€€ UPGRflD€S TO
Wlianlii

11/VUN. STflND-UP

Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

€XPIR€S 11/26/02

tiayton's
Largest Tanning Salon

The Guardian w i l l return to news stands on Jan. 8, 2003
ENJOY WINTER BREAK!!!!

Loyal, hard-working,
compassionate, devoted.
PMELAA. STETZER, D.O.
(OBSTmi

PAMELA A. STETZER, D.O.

Obstetrics/Gynecology
Beawrcreek HealthPark
3359 Kemp Rd., Suite 140
Beavercreek, Ohio 45431
{937)376-5495

IS/GYNBCOLOGY)

...Mortis ihat describe both Pamela Stetzer, D.O., the newest
Greene Memorial Hospital obstetrician/gynecologist, and her
beloved Shetland Sheepdogs, Basia and Gaia.
Dn Stetzer:
• Received her medical degree from Michigan State
University College of Osteopathic Medicine.
• Completed her residency at Horizon Health System/
BiCounty Community Hospital/Heniy Ford
Hospital, Detroit, (Chief Resident 2001-2C02)
• Member of the Greene Memorial Hospital Medical
Staff.

R e c e i v e a FREE
Medical Massage by a
massage student.
898-9030

TAKEOUT
TAXI
Busy?...Tired?...
HUNGRY?!?...
RELAX...
Let Takeout Taxi
bring Lunch
or Dinner
to you!
Sushi Cafe
Damon's
Jay's Seafood
Romao's Macaroni Grill
Dayton's original Pizza Factory
Steve Kao's
Chili's grill 4 bar

Call today to make an appointment
• Most insurance accepted •
MEDICAL SERVICE ASSOCIATES

Call 439-1230
"We bring the restaraunts
to you!"

r
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SHOP WITH US AND KEEP MORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET1
At Plato's C l o s e t * we carry ine t>e&i
<n gently u s e d t i r a n c n a m e app.irnl
a n d a c c e s s o r i e s W e ' v e gal great
slut!
from
GAP
J.
CREW.
A B E R C R O M B I E ft F I T C H GUfcSS,
CK.
DR.
MARTENS.
LUCKV
BRANO, EXPRESS. AMERICAN
E A G L E . TOMMY HILF1GER. >LO
NAVY.
FUBU.
PHATFARM.
tCEBURO. P O L O , a n d mora - all
at unbelievable prices! At Ptato 3
Closet it's e a s y to s a v e money a n d
look c o o l a i the same time. C h e c k
u s out!

P LA T®'S
nd

CLOSET

N a m *

W«er"

To

Be.ivercrcek
2476 Commons Blvd
» N r*i!lieM nc-«! lo Golden Corral

Centerville
t » l E "Ale* Bell PTd"
in (Sioss Potrue Center
937-312-9321

s S EE?'

r C a p p a C>elta w i s h e s you
a safe and joyous holiday season!

Good Luck On Your Finals... Prom The Guardian

WSU PHARMACY

**Located in the lobby of the Frederick White Center--

Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
•Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safey. braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy,wound
management, and other areas as well.
•We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and WSU students.
•We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
•The average wait for your perscription is under 10 minutes and often
5 minutes.
•We now accept the Wright One Card.

Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

Also located in Fred White:
Internal Medicine: x4580
Student Health: x2552
Wendy McGonical, Nurse
Practitioner

www.wright.edii/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/

1 .i
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FACKY'S S F O R T S £ A R

QUIET STUDY AREA AVAILABLE

5 Walls Coffee House
Fresh Roasted Gourmet Coffee,
Cappuccino, Espresso, and Frozen Drinks
Featuring Ghirardelli Chocolates &
Baked Goods Baked Fresh Daily
Gourmet Soups & Over-Stuffed Croissant
Sandwiches
BRING IN THIS AD AND RECIEVE A
FREE BAKED GOOD WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY 16oz CAPPUCCINO!

Tailgate Party

(937) 426-3159

Door PrtzBSI
$2.00 Drinks
Located at Gate 12A
on RL 444
AS Pitts Welcome!

106.8 broadcasting
UVEI

^

1241 Meadow Bridge Dr. •Beavercreek
(Behind McDonalds and Before License Buearu)

W 8 U b *1 BAR!
in the heart of the Oregon District
Every M o n d a y
Blues Jam w/ Brown Street Breakdown
Pimpln' Tuesday
Spinning 6 f u l l hours of techno music

looking fora Great Career?

2 5 c e n t d r a f t 8-10! Open Tables

Bimaflnpiirtalt WwIntifliT
Hip Hop DJs - Open MIc - MC Battles
2 5 c e n t d r a f t 8-10!

College Nite Every Thurade.v!

Leisure L a w n is n o w hiring:

$1.00 off ALL DRINKS w/ WSU ID!

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Enjoy Local Live Bands
Live Music 6 Days a week! • Kitchen Open Late
430 E. 5th Street, Dayton
Oregon District!!
223-0540

: Full-time position has E x c e l l e n t E a r n i n g P o t e n t i a l
If you...
Enjoy meeting people
Have good communication skills
Want to be a team player
V.ould like to spend part ot your
day outdoors

Happy Holidays WSU students and faculty from
your#) repair facility.

Earn

ULEKKES.

*26-9000
1203 TULal^UU

Call 800-649-8356 or
Apply in person at:
767 Liberty Lane,
West Carrollton, Ohio

online.con

We oflei excellent benefits *
year round employment
EOE/AMMW

RftER

thEN

Rd.

YOU

ROLL

R a x
•VER

Ta RairiER

Quick return of your car is our goal.

EXPRESS t n

GLO BOWL
C o l l e g e Bowling Specials!
Thursday

T O p m - 1 2 a m

$4.SO*

Friday

9 p m - 1 2 a m

$ 5 . 9 9 *

Saturday
1 0 p m ~ 1 a m
$ 8 OO'
* price includes unlimited bowling

QRdER

YOUR

PBRKiNQ

PERmit
RaideR EXPRESS 1 1 5 - M - 4 0 0

Royal
Lanes

1301 North

j

Chnasp QptiaN b

Dayton
224-7685

I

poo* OecK
rt*eS J

LUXURIOUS OCEANFRONT RESORT HOTEL

WWW.$PRINGBREAK2.<OM
k

Spring

I n t e r n e t C a f e - 24 | |,,ur Free Ac

EARN EXTRA CASH

2 5 ( olor I \ ' w i i h 70 Channels

$1000-$3000
1-877-257-5431

Premium M o v i e Channel • In Room Video Cames
l e l e p h o n e w i t h V o i c c m a i l • Private Balconies

Jade

M e a l Packages - 5 0 % D i s c o u n t o n aii M e a l s
I n d o o r H e a t e d S w i m m i n g Pool
Largest O u t d o o r Pool
D e l u x e R o o m s i n c l u d e Refrigerator a n d M i c r o w a v e
F l o r i d a ' s Largest Pool Deck • Free A d m i s s i o n
H e a l t h C l u b F e a t u r i n g l:\ercise l . ( | u i n m c n i .
S a u n a .Si Steam R o o m
i C a m e Rooms • Pool l;,bles . p j n j , p o l l J , R
Oasis Pool L o u n g e •

Beachfront C r i l l e • :>()"„ D i s c o u n t

\ o l l e y h a l l a n d Basketball C o u r t s

5 DELU)(E R00M ACCOMMODATIONS
Deluxe Room -

2 d o u b l e b e d s , s l e e p s u p t o f>

E f f i c i e n c i e s ~ Full k i t c h e n facilities, s l e e p s u p t o 6
King Size R o o m s ~ Sleeps u p to 4
J a c u z z i S u i t e s — J a c u z z i in living r o o m , s l e e p s u p t o 6
Deluxe Suites ~ 2 rooms, kitchen, sleeps up to 9

FREE V I D E O S • RESERVATIONS
INFORMATION

<ALL TOLL FREE
1-877-257-54J1
www.springbreali2.com

Spring Break
Deluxe Room Packages
from
"f O . O O *
^

1

C P

per s t u d e n t
per night

surcnarge during spring break peak weeks
Minimum required

College Organizations.
Sororities & Fraternities
contact Kaye. o u r S p r i n g
B r e a k Specialist a t
1-877-257-5431

Spring Break 4-7
Night Room Packages
from £ Q Q . O O *
^

l 7

IMP

per s t u d e n t
per n i a h t

•Surcharge during spring break peak week
Mipimum required

VIP D i s c o u n t C a r d Valid f o r 5 N i g h t Clubs & Restaurants
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Guaranteed Parting payl
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops awarded.
Scholarships awarded.
Conditions Exist

$14,15

Have a safe a^d l^appy

GUARANTEED

BASE-APPT.

l^eliday seasei^.

HHARTLAM)
Bi.Vfc Q

Packing

(•amcs slail al 7pm: Thursdays and Kridaj*
Looking for something different to do on Thu .dav and Friday nights?
How about Bingo?
W V I T $30,000
3l.MI.IH
paid out nighly on Bingo and Instant-

$5.00 on-' Your Package With This Ad!
$5J)0(tu
Kxpires 12-31-0;

WED- LADIES NITE
FREE Oft INKS FOR INDIES 9 II pm
$2.00 PITCHERS OF BEEft

THURS- KARAOKE

—

$1.75 PINTS

SUN- TOTAL REQUEST NITE

Oregon District
228-8060

$2 00 PITCHERS OF BEER

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
.
Happy Holidays

StucJait Hrwldi ServiSs will be cpen iron 8i30am t;o ^:00an frcm 'bscorte- 9-30th.
will be dctiect
/
Cfeqerrfcer 24th, 25th, and. 31st. We wilt ne-cpen with exfcarrlsd hours starting the
'• •
first day of Winter Quarter.
w :

TTT T T V T J f Y T Q TJfVD
JL J L U ( j J u L V J l t J i v i \
.
C^NTL/Y" $ 1 0 1
^
*
TT TOT W A T K R T O R T T7M
IVl*ari I li>.

NO APPT. NECESSARY.

,*

• ,, -v,

. . . . . .

.

•. v;. . »_,>•-

Student Health Services, in collaboration with Wright
State University Pharmacy and Wyeth-Ayerst
Pharmacueticals are able to provide birth control
pills at a cost to students of $7.00 per msont^ Student
Health Services is able to perform your annual Pap
smear, STD testing, and emergency contraception.
Please call and make an appointment to see the
Nurse Practitioner at
775-2552.

Meningitis Center

- Meningococcal disease can be devistating
- Incoming college freshmen are at increased risk
- Vaccination can reduce risk

J

Congratulations to the 2 0 0 2
Homecoming
King and Queen
Zai Jenya and
Lissa Stapleton

WSU's Reigning Raider Royalty!
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WSU Alumnus Shaun Tubbs in Lobby Hera

Shaun Tubbs, seated, performs in Lobby Hero.
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
As the lights filled the
stage in the intimate Studio
2 theatre at Columbus's
Vern Riffe Center Friday
night to commence Lobby
Hero, the eyes of the audience fell upon a young
security guard struggling to
read a self help novel in the
lobby of one of Manhattan's
middle-class, high-rise
apartment building.
The Contemporary
American Theater Company
(CATCO) presents Kenneth
Lonergan's dark comedy,
Lobby Hero, in the Vern

Riffe Center for Government
and Arts Studio 2 through
Nov. 24.
With Lobby Hero, New
York playwright Lonergan
reconfirms his amazing skill
of so realistically capturing
the language of the inarticulate in dialog while perfectly
illustrating the characters'
deep thoughts and heartbroken emotions. He also revisits the theme of man's
morality and insecurities
with this newest work, as
his characters constantly
shift throughout the two-act
production.
Lonergan is a 39-year old
playwright who studied dra-

matic writing at New York
University. In his short
career, he has harbored
quite an impressive list of
credentials to his name. His
first play was the highly
praised off Broadway play
This Is Our Youth. His other
works include the play The
Waverly Gallery and the You
Can Count on Me movie
script, for which he was
nominated for a 2001 Oscar
award. Lonergan also wrote
the final script for Gangs of
New York, winch opens in - .
theatre* this fall. . ;
Lobby Hero is a tale that
thrusts a i.uarttft of dynamic
characters into the mostly
abandoned apartment building lobby throughout the
early hours of the morning.
Jeff, the young, stammering
graveyard shift securityguard, for whom the play
gets its ironic title, is played
by the immaculate performance of actor Brian Otting.
William, J e f f s meticulous
boss, is played by Wright
State graduate Shaun Tubbs.
Tubbs holds a Bachelor of
fine arts degree in acting
from WSU.
These quasi-cops collide
in a sometimes comical hierarchically throughout the
play both among themselves
and with two NYC cops, Bill
and Dawn. Bill is the cocky,
morally numb superior
police officer whose feckless
sexual habits corrupt the

mind of >wn, his young
female partner. Bill is portrayed by veteran actor
Richard M< Williams. Dawn is
the initially naive probationary officer who looks up to
and has a bit of a crush on
Bill and who likewise
requires his confirmation for
a suit filed against her for
actions in a violent arrest.
Resident actress, Marianne
Timmons, plays the boisterous character of Dawn.
What starts as a collision
of .social holdings, cross'purposes and misunderstandings quickly expands into an"
exploration of ethical behavior.
Lobby Hero takes this
echelon of characters and
intricately entangles them as
an integrity-questioning
murder investigation unfolds
and serious themes emerge.
Lonergan lays out a conflict
concerning respect and loyalty, as J e f f s strong admiration for his captain, William,
begins to dwindle with the
realization of William's dishonesty in defend a false
alibi for his brother accused
of murder.
Similarly, Bill proves to
be unworthy of Dawn's reverence when his evil, manipulative nature shines
through via J e f f s motor
mouth. Trusts are breached,
loyalties refuted and righteousness ignored, as the
complex webbing of charac-

ters evolves constantly
throughout.
Under the direction of
Jonathan Putnam, Lobby
Hero's cast delivers a compelling performance. The
acting was superbly accurate
and not overly dramatic. The
extremity and fluctuating
mood,; of the characters
helped to emphasize the
level of frustration ordinary
people can experience under
certain conditions.
Symbolically, an overview
;pf the story-proves that the
original social hierarchy with
Bill at the top and Jeff at the
bottom is overturned by the
time the play reached its
conclusion. The social pyramid Inversely becomes a
hierarchy of character, with
Jeff at the top and Bill at the
bottom.
With this work Lonergan
demonstrates a frightening
Catch-22 that when humans
seek desperately to improve
situations, they often mistakenly achieve opposite
results.
The comic and blurring
dive into man's morality is
delightfully entertaining yet
starkly thought provoking
and serious. With Lobby
Hero, Lonergan is able to
squeeze an entire epic of
transformation into the wonderfully amusing riotous
events of two nights.

Macaulay doubles as both sculptor and professor
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
"I'm not really interested
in making things that look
like art," said WSU Professor
of Art and Art History Tom
Macaulay. "I'm interested in
making things that people
ge* curious about; they actually look at it. It's not art so
much as it's just a place."
Macaulay says he has

been doing sculpture since
he was a young child in
North Dakota. Initially he
was unaware that any of it
was art, but he was making
things that had more meaning and personal significant J than they had utilitarian purpose. For a person
who didn't take a serious
art coarse until college, he
has come quite a ways in
the field of sculpture.

Throughout his career, he
has had several exhibitions
of his pieces in both the
Wright State gallery and at
the Day ton Art Institute, and
he now instructs several
sculpture courses here at
WSU.
The sculptures that
Macaulay creates deal directly with the perception of the
audience. We can see this
especially well in the work

from early in his career,
where his pieces "deal with
transforming space and getting people to look at it." As
the audience's perspectiv e
shifts, the pieces come into
context.
"It's like when you wake
up in a strange space and
y ou're just looking and all
of the sudden you don't
know where you are." said
Macaulay. "Your space is all

distorted and then all of the
sudden you look at is a different way or stand up. Then
you understand where you
are."
One particular piece by
Macaulay that emphasizes
this approach was displayed
in the Wright State gallery
for some time. It consisted

"Macaulay" continued
on p. 19
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Rabbit run: Eminem stuns with 8 Mile
By Jon Burns
Staff Writer
Heads or tails and 45 seconds on the mic. This is nil
you have to overcome adversity. Either step up and risk
it all, or bow out and let the
next man shine.
Jimmy "Rabbit" Smith, Jr.
has a life that is not ' uniliar
to many. He lives in a trailer,
takes the bus to his factory
job, and has to watch his
unemployed mom waste her
life on excuses and worthless
relationships. The only thing
that he has going for him is a
constant hunger for credibility, which is the hardest thing
to find as a white rapper living in the ghettos of Detroit.
8 Mile is Eminem's acting
debut. Coming oft of three
very successful albums, two
Grammy awards for Best Rap
albums, in 2000 and 2001,
and two Grammies for Best
Rap Solo Performance in the
same years, with 8 Mile
Eminem has taken his career,
and his music, to an audience not previously familiar
with his work.
As "Rabbit" Eminem plays
the "worthless, trashy white
kid" that we hear him rap-

ping about in many of his
songs. His character embodies the "normality" of a kid
not feeling his own worth,
as he struggles to make a
name for himself on the
unforgiving streets of the
Motor City. Ev en his name
implies "ordinary." There's
nothing really unusual
about "Jimmy Smith."
Yet there is something in
"Rabbit" that many of us
can relate with. Anyone that
has had to climb a hill in
their life can identify with
his struggle. Anyone that
has had to stare at adversity, day in and day out,
knows just what he is going
through.
Along side Eminem's
Jimmy Smith is actress
Brittany Murphy, who plays
Smith's romantic interest,
Alex. She is only one of a
small handful of people on
Detroit's streets that recognizes Smith's talent.
Murphy's most recent work
has been opposite Drew
Barrymore in Penny
Marshal's Riding in Cars
With Boys and with Michael
Douglas in Gard Fleder's
Don't Say a Word.
Smith's mom, Stephanie,

Eminem gives a powerful performance alongside Brittany Murphey and Kim
Basinger.
is played by Kim Basinger
who has reunited with her
L.A. Confidential director,
Curtis Hanson. As well,
Basinger has been seen in
almost twenty movies over
the last 10 years, including
Batman and Wayne's World
and will be opposite A1
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Pacino and Tea Leoni in the
upcoming People I Know.
Mekhi Phifer plays
Future, Smith's best friend,
and local organizer. Every
week Future hosts the battles at a club downtown,
where local rappers take
stage and mic against each
other, the only reward being
the street credibility that
means to much to each of
them.
8 Mile takes its name
from the avenue that divides
the black and white neighborhoods in urban Detroit.
Hanson grew up on these
streets. He wanted to make a
movie that "on one hand
would be enjoyable to the
knowledgeable hip-hop fans,
and at the same time make a
move that non hip-hop fans
would come and see and

enjoy.
Eminem details his character, Jimmy, by saying that
"he's being pulled in a lot of
different directions by his
friends. He's going througli
his own struggles in his personal life and at home. He
wants to be a rapper and
make something of himself.
It's about him coming out
of his shell."
By the close of 8 Mile,
Smith has taken his mic and
climbed the mountain. He
does what only his friends
believe that he can do.
8 Mile can be enjoyed by
everyone. Anyone that has
faced adversity in their lives
will immediately identify
with Smith's struggle; anyone that has grown up
doubting themselves will
identify with Smith himself.
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Oval Opus strikes a chord in
By Justin Ling
Staff Writer
Cincinnati, the home of
Reds baseball and proud
parent of pop superstars 98
Degrees, has a new sensation emerging. The new
energetic rock group. Oval
Opus, is making themselves
well known throughout the
region with extensive tour-

ing and the upcoming
release of their third fulllength album, Red Sky
Recovery.
Oval Opus began in 1996
at Miami University when
brothers Dan and Josh
Edmondson were able to fill
their musical aspirations of
starting a band when they
met singer Aaron Patrick in
the apartment above their

"Macaulay" continued
from p. 17

cooperate with his need for
a natural site as opposed to
an urban environment, he
of a variety of available
began creating his piece
planes, the rails and walls in
behind the Fine Arts
the room, painted in a manBuilding here at WSU. The
ner so that as the observer
piece uses simple, almost
moved about the room, the
unrecognizable street curbs
piece continually changed.
raised up to provide seating
The piece mostly seemed like The formation of the walls
an array of shattered blacV
and strategically placed
splinter on a white backshrubbery make for a very
ground, morphing until one
pleasing enclosure. It is
particular perspective
built for students around
brought it all into context
. trees in their natural post
forming a perfect circle.
tions in a way that glorifies
In more recent years,
the landscape.
Macaulay has slightly
When you see many of
switched gears, focusing
the more recent pieces by
more on figuring out "what it Macaulay, you probably
is that could enhance the
won't immediately a sculpstate that's already there."
ture. His works seem more
Since making visits to China
like landscape architecture
and Japan and observing the
projects, because Macaulay
gardens there in the early
is interested in creating "a
'90s, he has moved his interplace instead of an object."
est outdoors and has concen- The artistic angle of these
trated on the concept of tryworks provides an appealing
ing to "add something to [a
place that demands control
place) that then changes the
of perspective.
way you look at the entire
Macaulay at this state in
space."
his career has stepped out
As he puts it, he is "dealof museum galleries and
ing with sculpture that you
into the amiability of nature.
walk in as opposed to walk
When we look at his work, it
around."
will no longer pass for a
Macaulay somewhat
mere piece of art that soon
recently received a grant for
leaves us uninterested, but
building a metro park in
will rather always leave us
Dayton, but as they wouldn't curious.

own.
The next summer, the
guys started playing small
time shows in and around
Oxford. OH. Aaron and Josh
also spent much of that
summer touring the east
coast playing on street corners and open mic nights
and compiling new material
for the trio's debut independent release. Wagon
Wheel. In 1998, the band
won the title of "Cincinnati's
Best New Artist" at the CMA
awards and earned a spot
opening for classic rock legends, The Doobie Brothers
at Riverbend Music Center.
By 2001, Oval Opus had
developed their signature
explosive stage performance
and had opened for several
popular bands like Sister
Hazel, O.A.R., Fastball,
Guster and Vertical Horizon.
They won several honorably
awards at the Cincinnati
Enquirer Cammy Awards
including "Cincinnati's
Favorite Band" and
"Cincinnati's Best
Alternative Band." They
recorded and released their
sophomore album, Oxygen,
and played around 200
shows all over the Midwest
that year. Last year they also

won WSU's annual Battle of
the Bands.
The end of 2002 brings
their thin ilbum. Red Sky
Recover. 1 he studio work
itself was quite impressive
for these lo al stars. The
disc elevates from mellow
acoustics to poppy syth
effects and a combination
of strings and electronicpiano. The catchy tunes are
fronted by Aaron's gravelly
emotional and articulate
vocals and Josh's pleasantly
simplistic lead guitar.
Red Sky Recovery is
made up of a wide variety
of musical influences ranging from band favorites
such as rock legend Stevie
Ray Vaughan and Sting to
current bands like Train, U2
and Live. Patrick said,
"When we were recording
Red Sky Recovery, we spent
a lot of time listening to
"Opaling," the latest CD
from Dishwalla." He also
mentioned other influences
for the record as Collective
soul and Train. The combination blends into an individual sound that includes
an interesting array of
gospel backing vocals
The band is made up of

Singer Aaron Patrick, a graduate of Miami; guitarist Josh
Edmondson, a graduate of
Ohio State; drummer Dan
Edmondson, also an alumni
of Miami University and new
stand-up bassist Patrick
Martin, from the University
of Kentucky.
The band notes that it's
strength and vitality comes
from the level of brotherhood that five years of touring and experience has
helped them maintain. In
fact, the name Oval Opus in
itself was inspired by the
strength and continuity of
the shape of the oval symbolic of their bond.
"The one thing that draws
people to us is our high energy and very singable and
melodic songs," said Dan.
"We give everything we've got
to our audience. People are
going to have a good time if
they come to our show."
Oval Opus captures an
energy and power pop sound
we hear from popular rock
bands like Vertical Horizon,
Fuel, Train and Matchbox 20.
This band has all the makings of a mainstream rock
band. Visit
www.ovalopus.com.
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Cobain, but Grohl has developed his own unique style,
with a voice that carries
songs the way Cobain's did
while Grohl was pounding
away on the drums for
Nirvana.
The first single, "All My
Life" lias been receiving gen
erous airplay, delivering a
powerful one-chord repetition on guitar and a yelling
Grohl, and you can't help but
feel your blood start to boil
under your skin.
There are hints of Queens
of the Stone Age sounds and
arrangements that come
from the album mastered in
two separate sessions. Grohl
toured with QOTSA this past
summer and contributed on
drums on their recent Songs
for The Deaf album. The similarities here are a welcome
addition in songs like
"Comeback" that seems like
a Nirvana and QOTSA hybrid
and the more melodic
"Lonely as You."
In addition to the disc, the
album comes with a bonus
DVD that offers some additional treasures for all the
Fighters out there. The disc
includes the video for "All
My Life," the track "The
One," from the Orange
County Soundtrack and the
capability to access an alternate Foo Fighters websiteonline.

h

i
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By Jake Stanley
Assistant News Editor

i

In their fourth studio
album the Foo Fighters continue to strengthen their
position as one of the best
rock bands during a time
when bands like Creed have
polluted our stereos. In One
By One the band delivers a
dosage of smooth polished
tracks with Taylor Hawkins
pounding away on drums in
his best effort to date.
The strongest quality of
the 11-track album is the
thoughtful lyrics and Dave
Grohl's delivery, despite his
claim that he hates writing
lyrics.
Nowhere near the raw
angst and pure authenticity
of emotions of former
Nirvana band mate Kurt

Porcupine Tree
By Jon Burns
Staff Writer
"We've always been more
interested in the principle of
an album as opposed to a
set of indi\idual songs that
don't really hang together,"
said Steven Wilson of
Porcupine Tree, about (heir
latest release, In Absentia.
Wilson says that he is
searching for the concept
album, that records today
are just piles of songs put
together that don't relate to
one another. "The problem
with music these days is
that most bands have one
sound, one thing they do
very well.
There are no songs on In

Absentia that sound alike.
All are different, from the
ambient, airy soundscape
introduction of "Gravity
Eyelids," to the grinding
guitar/drum lines on
"W edding Nails."
"Blackest Eyes" is a
ping-pong between a tight,
overdriven electri- 'itar
and Wilson's harmonic
vocals, overlaying a chorded acoustic guitar on top of
ambient, dischorded, ,'iinor
organ music. Aphex Twin
fans will identify with the
electronic underlying, sampled sounds on In Absentia.
link Floyd fans will find
themselves mesmerized by
the acoustic ambient introduction to "Trains," fill with
echoed drums, guitar and
vocals.
Porcupine Tree is definitely a band not limited to
one sound or form.
Wilson's vocals mixed with
multiple layers of effects
builds In Absentia into an
album with a sound ceiling
as high as the clouds.
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Walkmen
By Krystle Barger
Features Editor
As members of the former Jonathon Fiw'eater are
reincarnated into The
Walkmen, the music follows
suit and evolves into edgysound.
The five New Yorkers,
who originally hailed from
Washington D.C., first
emerged as The Walkmen in
2000. They clambered upon
the stage of Joe's Pub in the
East Village and rocked a
modest crowd. The show
proved to be a steppingstone for the group and
revealed the worth in continuing the project.
"In the beginning, as the
group was being developed,
it was like we were deer
caught in headlights when
we performed on stage."
said Peter Bauer. "We were
just kids spazzing out, and
we just didn't know what to
do."
Their first shows are a
far cry to the precision and
ease that they now present
on stage to their audiences.
Their album has an
unbridled (eel to it as
though they still contain the
spark of individuality that
has died out in so many
other artists as time goes
on. Everyone Who Pretended
To Like Me Is Gone is truly a
group effort when it comes
to writing lyrics and music.
"Stop Talking" is a conglomerate of sounds that
have been intricately layered over one another.
Piercing sounds echo from
a piano combine both music
that seems both improvised
and rehearsed.
Contradicting sounds
give The Walkmen an edge
because often, their music
goes transcends specific
genres.
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Wright State's Sports Source.

Cross Country Raiders slip past AIA
teams race
at Regionals
By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

By Trent Montgomery
Sports Writer

The men's and women's
Cross Country teams concluded their 2002 season
this past weekend at the
Division 1 Great Lakes
Regional Cross Country
meet, which was held at
Purdue University, in Wes:
Lafayette, IN. In the Great
Lakes race all of the Division
i teams in the region are pitted against one another to
vie for team and individual
qualification to the NCAA
national championships. The
P aiders missed qualifying in
both the men's and the
women's rafts, but despite
cold conditions held their
own and finished off the season with class.
On the men's side the
Raiders placed 23rd out of
31 teams. Wisconsin won the
team race with a low score
of 57, followed by Eastern
Michigan with a score of 70.
The individual winner was
no surprise, with defending
national champion Boaz
Cheboiywo dominating the
field and covering the challenging 10k course in 30
minutes and 8 seconds.
Individually the Raider's
were led by senior Justin
Ross who managed to place
85th overall in his last race
as a Raider, by running a
time of 32:51. Not far behind
Ross was sophomore teammate Corey Scheadler, who
placed 91st overall with a
time of 32:55. Following
Scheadler was a tandem of
Raiders in sophomore Aric
Wagner and freshman Steve

Draper. Wagner earned
162nd place by running a
time of 34:24 and Draper
was right behind him in
165th place with a time of
34:33. Rounding out the top
five for the Raiders was
Junior Kevin Paisley. Paisley
managed to get 173rd place
in only his second race back,
after returning at conference
from a stress fracture injury.
Paisley ran a 35:02. Paisleystated after the racc that
while conditions were cold
the temperature really didn't
affect the racing, "It was
cold out there, but to be
honest it just numbed the
pain. Purdue is a tough
course, but we went out and
got after it".
The women's team found
that stiff competition on
their side of the field as
well, placing 22rd out of 31
teams. Notre Dame took
home the team honors on
the women's side with a low
score of 63. Right behind the
Fighting Irish was the
University of Michigan tem
which scored 107 points as a
team. Individual honors
went to Brianna Shook of
Toledo University with a 6k
time of 20:47. The Raiders
were led by senior Jessica
Kuhr who earned 91st place
overall with a time of 23:21.
Kuhr was backed up by
Junior Elizabeth McMaken
who managed to get 111th
overall with a time of 23:39.
There was a tight battle for
3rd runner with Lori
Siconolfi coming out on top
placing 140th overall in a
time of 24:21 and senior
Christina Haverfield placing

In their one and onlyexhibition game of the season, the men's basketball
team put on an impressive
showing with a 74-67 win
over Athletes in Action last
Tuesday night in front of a
crowd of 3,101 at the Nutter
Center.
This exhibition team
proved to be no Cakewalk,
iiaving played many close
games including a one-point
loss to Kentucky the night
before. Not to mention, the
team was comprised of an
array of talented, former
college basketball players.
The game had its scary
moments for head coach
Shilling and his Raiders as
starting forward and preseason All-Leaguer Seth
Doliboa suffered a mild
ankle sprain after landing
rough on a block in the first
half. Doliboa never took the
floor during the second
half. The injury is not serious as Doliboa is expected
to start next game.
Despite Doliboa's early exit
from the game, the 'franchise' forward managed to
put on a basketball clinic
for his opponents. In only
18 minutes of playing time,
Doliboa scored 17 points,
while going 3-6 from threeland, as well as collecting
four shots and two blocks.

Doliboa's first half dominance was f jghlighted as he
thundered i :ome an alleyoop dunk from senior guard
Joe Bills.
With their top man down
and another half to play
against an experienced AIA
squad, the Raiders went into
halftime with a tense 38-32.
The absence of Doliboa
in the second half, however,
proved to be a good test as
to whether the Raiders could
manage to score without
their offensive centerpiece.
Two seniors came up with
big games to pass this test
in the second half.
Senior guards Vernard
Hollins and Joe Bills stepped
up with big second half performances to accommodate
for Doliboa's absence.
Hollins was able to get
the Raider offense into a
rhythm scoring 16 points
and dishing 8 assists. 'Nard
played a solid game on both
sides of the ball, getting the
fast break going through
hard work on defense.
Hollins also kept the mistakes to minimum by letting
the game come to him and
limiting turnovers.
As anticipated, AIA made
a few runs at the Raiders
throughout much of the second half, exploiting WSU's
size deficiency. AIA outrebounded WSU 42-28.
However, with every AIA
run the Raiders had an

143rd overall with a time of
24:22. Rounding out the top
five for the lady Raiders was
senior Cecy Kinne who
placed 150th overall with a
time of 24:32.
As well as training for
track both teams will be
looking to fill some gaps for
next year due to graduation.
On the men's side the team
will be without longtime
number one runner Justin
Ross. Ross used his last year
of eligibility this year and
has proved over the last four

years to be the most consistent and successful Raiders
in program, by running first
for the team the last three
years and a couple of times
in his freshman year. The
men will therefore look to
junior Kevin Paisley, sophomores Corey Scheadler, Aric
Wagner, and Nate Fabich,
freshman Steve Draper, Josh
Burke and redshirt sophomore Trent Montgomery who
sat out this season due 'o
injury.
On the girls side the team

answer. On this night, that
answer was Joe Bills. The
senior guard set the tone for
the Raiders hustling for
loose balls and playing
aggressively. Bills had icy
veins in the second half as
he hit two clutch three down
the stretch to stave off any
hopes of an AIA comeback.
Bills finished with 14 points,
11 of which came in the second half.
"I'm really happy with the
way we played," Bills said.
"Sometimes when we're out
there, we rely on (Doliboa)
too much We showed without him, we can still score."
Guard Tyson Freeman
and forward Braden
Bushman gave Coach Shilling
some quality- minutes, both
netting six points.
Thomas Hope and Lloyd
Walls covered well for
Doliboa, keeping AIA's inside
game in check for the most
part. Hope finished the game
with four points.
For JUCO transfer guard
Trent Vaughn some growing
pains of playing on a new
team were apparent as he
took his first step toward
finding his niche on the
team. Despite that, Vaughn
contributed five points and
three boards.
The men open up their
regular season this Saturday
as they host the Akron zips.
Tip-off is scheduled for 11
a.m.

will be hit hard by graduation losing team leader
Jessica Kuhr, Christina
Haverfield. Cecy Kinne and
Erin Wertlik. Kuhr an exHorizon League champ will
be a big loss for the team
and as the team begins to
train this winter it will begin
the process of determining
a new top five. The team
will return Varsity runners
Libby McMaken, Lori
Siconolfi, Tracey Rosner,
Lynda Wourins and Mary
Maxton.
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The Wright
St ite swimming
and diving
teams found the
big competition
they were looking for in the
visiting Utah
Utes this past
Saturday. The
powerhouse
squad from
Utah won
against both the
men's team.
125-112, and
against the
women's team.
132-99.
On t hewomen's side,
the big prize of
the day for the
Raiders came in
the 1000-yard

freestyle as a trio of green
and gold rami* through first.
Heather Weil won the race in
10:44.23 and was closely
pursued by both Julie
("oghlan in 10:4-' •> and by
Allison fxksteiii in 10:49.25.
Jackie Dexter brought
home a first place unish in
the l()() yard lluttei.ly, an
event that the Raiders struck
big in with a third place
front Milda Zilinskaite.
Dexter's time was 59.03 and
Zilinskaite was 59.89.
Katie Tippett had a big
day, winning the 100-yard
freestyle and taking second
in the 50-yard free with
times of 54.65 and 25.28. In
the last event of the day, the
Raiders brought home a 1-23 finish in the 200-yard
freestyle relay. The winning
relay consisted of Dexter,
Zilinskaite, Nicole Stafford
and Kelsey Fulker in 1:43.01.
On the men's side, the

Raiders could do no wrong
in the dives. Freshman Ryan
Kellerman and senior Brett
Duel! went one-two in the
three and one meter dives,
scoring 2(> points altogether
for the Raiders.
Tim Farly was a bright
spot lor the Raiders as hewon the 100 yard backstroke
in 5 2.49. Early was accompanied closely by Matt Reiners,
who followed closely behind
in 54.33, which was good for
third place.
The Raiders came
through big in the last race,
the 200 yard freestyle relay,
placing first and second, but
it wasn't enough to overcome earlier losses as the
green and gold fell just 13
points shy of upsetting the
Utes.
Next up for the Raiders,
they will be at Toledo to
swim at 5 p.m.
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Volleyball picks up momentum
iNCAA compliance

By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

The VVrigh' State volleyball team dumped both the
Cleveland State Vikings and
the Youngstown State
Penguins on the road this

weekend. The Raiders traveled northward and swept
the Penguins in three matches on Friday night, then
turned around to take the
Vikings in four the next day.
The wins raise the green and
gold to 17-12 overall and a
6-8 record going into the
Horizon League tournament.
The Raiders never
allowed Youngstown State to
score more than 22 points in
any of the three games and
held them to .077 hitting.
Junior outside hitter Tricia
N'aseman paced the Raiders
in the sweep by posting 13
kills and 13 digs. Senior setter Mandy Gels hit .833 and
collected 34 assists for the
Raiders.
Junior Kelly Skaro
stepped in the next day to
lead the Raiders over
Cleveland State. Skaro had
20 defensive digs and 11
kills while hitting .2fi7 from
the floor. Sophomore
McKcnzie Tiffin knocked
down 10 kills and pulled 12
digs. Gels pulled in 45
assists, 10 digs and five
assisted blocks. The Raiders
collectively hit .217 from the
floor while holding the
Penguins to just .172.
The wins over YSU and
CSU helped the Raiders draw
a six-seed ranking on

Monday, which will match
them up to face the third
seed Butler Bulldogs.
Loyola has drawn the
first seed for the tournament and as such will face
Youngstown. Should the
Raiders unset the Bulldous

they will advance to face the
winner between Cleveland
State and YVisconsinMilwaukee.
Currently the Raiders
lead all conference teams
with defensive digs, having

collected 1,980 over the season for an •' erage of 18 per
game. Gels is also leading
the conference in assists,
with 1,306 en the season for
an average of 12.32 per
game. Naseman is currently
third in the c

kills, behind Cleveland State
and Wisconsin-Green Bay.
The Raiders will begin
the tournament this weekend on Friday, Nov. 22 at
12:30 p.m. in Green Bay, WI.

Now Hiring

review at WSU
By Leslie Ber -on
Managing £ no.
Dan Abrahamowicz,
Ph.D., Student Government
advisor and vice president
of student affairs,
announced on Nov. 14 that
Wright State's athletic
department will begin a selfstudy review this fall in
preparation for an upcoming evaluation by the
National Collegiate AthleticAssociation (NCAA).
"Back in the '90s the
NCAA started a process that
every 10 years Division I
institutions go through a
process of review to check
for quality academics, budgetary soundness, compliance to NCAA rules and
gender equality and sports-

manship," said
Abrahamowicz.
The NCAA has asked
Wright Stale to write a selfstudy report through next
fall reflecting upon those
four principles. The selfstudy will be an open
process.
"We invite full participation from the public," said
Abralia mow i c z.
During November of
2003. the NCAA will send a
team to \isit Wright State to
"make sure we're doing what
we say we're doing."
Abrahamowicz added that if
the athletic department passes the compliance reviewsuccessfully at that time, the
NCAA will issue a certificate
to the university.

'VIE

INGS

Quaker Steak & Lube Restaurant is looking for
Experienced Career Driven Individuals to be
part ol our winning team!
Positions Available:
"Managers (experienced)
"•Asst.Managers (experienced)
"'Bartenders
^Servers
^Host/Hostess

—Cooks/ Prep Cooks
--Bussers/ Dishwashers
We offer competitive pay, company incentives. fun environment, and much. much,
morel!
Apply in p e r s o n a t :
3725 Presidential Drive
Beavercreek. OH 45324
'nexl lo Home Depot, Across from Wrighl Slato Uiuven

www.theguardianonline.com
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Get 2 FREE music CDs
and a $25 Bill Credit!
Very d e t e r m i n e d Business M o j o r * .
Room

togrtW.

R c < k togelW.

S u i t & Ka f o b i w o n ' t b r e c f c i h e w h e i .

By Matt Koehler
Sports Editor

A T & T ctlwuy* s o u n d * g o o d lo tb*rr.

Live off-campus? Call AT&T at 1 866 257-2382, ext. 33583
to switch to AT&T Local Phone Service and you'll receive
2 FREE Sony music CDs of your choice!
And that's not all! Add AT&T Long Distance to your local plan
and you'll also receive a $25 bill credit; on top of your FREE CDs!
Long Distance • Internet Service • Virtual PrePaid Cards • International Calling

a

1 866 257-2382 S R
AT&T College Communications
•i C&CMC*.
c

if&tA

Local Phone Service

ycutA.

*

Long Distance

- ATsT

ConsumerCalling Features

AT&T Local Serve* * not available >n all areas A per-Une access IM(FCC Line Charge). Urwersal Connectivity Charge and other charges apply Consumers who sign u|
Local Phone Service wfl be mailed two Sony grfl c«ri»t«cau*s. eac* iedoemaWe for a select CD at www socycortificate com Offer eip>res 5/3(V03 Consumers wdl also be ?
seperate letter from AT&T which w»H provide CO' '«rmat>on of the-r order tor AT&T Sennce(s)
The $25 Ml credit apples to your first full months son/i
service wflh feature package If ou recently accepted ai
12/31/02
Copyright 2002 AT&T AN R

Women's
basketball
prepares
for UCONN

m Phono Service promotion and applies on»y to local phone

The Wright State
women's basketball team finished the exhibition portion
of their schedule last week
with a 82-63 win over the
BEAC-Siemens of Hungary.
The team finishes 1-1 in
exhibition play.
The BEAC-Siemens team
hung around with the
Raiders until halfway
through the first half. The
Raider offense then explodj ed with a 17-3 run. Tiffany
I Webb led the arsenal with
eight points during the run.
The Raiders went into
' halftime with a comfortable
38-22 lead.
The Raiders would go on
to cruise to an easy victory
I in the second half. WSU's
stingy defense forced 32
turnovers. The Raiders were
able ro manufacture 41
points off of the 32
turnovers.
Webb netted 24 points
for the green and gold. Webb
was only one of five Raiders
to hit double figures in
points. Rhea Mays scored 13
points off the bench.
Angie Ott contributed 10
points while Jill Ransdell put
in ten.
Katie Bussan had an
impressive performance as
she recorded a double-double with ten points and ten
assists.
Bussan and the rest of
the front court got the job
done inside, scoring 40
points in the paint.
The Raiders kick-off their
season in a big way with a
date with the national champion UCONN Huskies on
Friday, Nov. 22 at 7:30 p.m.
www.theguardianonline.coni
www.theguardlanonline.com

I
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Raider Profile
Emily Henderson • Senior • Thrower • Track and Field • Batavia/Amelia High School
Favorite food: pasta
Favorite sports
team: Columbus
Crew
Favorite
arena /field/course:
IUPC1
Birthday: 4-7-82

Favorite actor: Sean Patrick
Thomas

Major/Minor: Biomedical
engineering

Favorite actress: Julia
Roberts

Nickname: Em

Favorite drink: sweet tea
Favorite restaurant: Olive
Garden
Favorite ice cream flavor:
Safari Tracks
Best book you've read:
Sacred Romance
Hobbies: reading, playing
with my dog and chillin'

Pet peeve: people talking I<>
me while I am on t! le phone
Most memorable moment in
your sport: two personal
bests at C incinnati (my home
town) with my old coach and
family there
Most embarrassing moment
in your sport: switching feet
four limes and staying in ihe
shot put ring

Part of your game that
needs improvement: quickness
Best part of your game:
form
Lifetime goals/dreams: to
be a successful engineer
and a good parent
Where do you see yourself
in 10 years: Married with
four boys and working as
an engineer

Favorite movie: Remember
ihe Titans

Why you chose WSU: good
engineering program/ Bob
Schul

Favorite r v show:
"Emergency Vets"

Favorite sport other than
track and field: soccer

Favorite musician: Shane
Bernard

Favorite player in your
sport: Marion Jones

Favorite songs:
"Momentum" and "Trading
Spaces"

Favorite athlete: Brian
McBride

GIT ON YOUR
SOAPBOX,**,
THE

GUARDIAN
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AT 775-S534 ASAP,

The Raj Soin College of Business is
on Business Education

U

nderstanding IHIMIRD*
principle* it no* e n o u g h in
<uocwd in today'* complex
global marketplace. CEOs say they'
iooking for much mon—employe"*
with a global perspective. w h o
deinoik-trate analytical thinking,
c o m p u t e r proficiency. ethical
decision-making and l e u m u o r k .
T h r o u g h l o p apiMliiv corporate,
alumni a n d <ludent n d v i w n
boards. and o t h e r rfakeholder*.
we coniiiiually fine-tune o u r
undergraduate and g r a d u a t e
program* to meet the changing
needs of husiuess b r i g h t Mate
continues IO lead the wav In fact,
o u r u n d e r g r a d u a t e husinew programs
and MBA p m g r a m were the Grst in

tin- Muuni Valley l» Iw »• > rediled by
AA<-->lt International. the h l ( h n l
ac* rediting body for husincw* college
•n (he li.S. And o u r Master »f
Accountancy program i« t h e only one
in i h e region accredited b» AACSB.
But o u r focus goes well beyond
Ntmli'iit education. We also provide
protesMiiuak e n t r e p r e n e u r i a l and
economic development a u i d a n t e t o
hueinoiM.'* a n d local governments...
lo h e l p our regkm prosper.

RAJ S P I N
College of Business

WRJGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

\
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Become a licensed
Medical Massage therapist...as
a second career!

[ W r l i n m i - l»nrfy

wpyjHoiiru
.

,vi»» p a r t i c i

m url„ ^ ,
' Jip.
'

fc3s. .^^acovin
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Financial Aid available!
Springfield Clark JVS
1-800-485-3M3

www.
the
guardian
online
.com

have a g r e a t
vacation

You've Got N e w s

rfdppy

dOiiUd/tf
nUdl

UHiL.£i

Get T h e G u a r d i a n in
your Inbox.

BAND SEEKING
EXPERIENCED DRUMMER!
"BROKEN GROUND"- Original

music group with hard rock
influence. Must be
dedicated, experienced,
and hungry for success.
Contact Scott: 533-0961 or
benfield.2<.'l"wright.edu or
slop by the Guardian office.

Register n o w o n our w o b s i t c a n d a u t o m a t i c a l l y recoive
an E m a i l E d i t i o n of t h e paper w i t h e v e r y n e w Issue.

Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups

Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
L o c a l W e a t h e r • Daily H o r o s c o p e

Earn St.oOO-S2,0OO this serrtester
with a proven CampusFurklraiser
3 hour lundraising event.
Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program!
It works Contact
CampusFundraiser at
(888)923-3238 or visit
wwwcamDuslundraiser.com

Its t h e best w a y to stay Informed... a n d Its free.

www.theguardianonline.com

PLANET BOWL FAIRBORN
WSU RAIDER NIGHT EVERY THURSDAY
$1.75 GAMES

4 POOL TABLES

7 5 0 SHOE RENTAL

3 PART BOARDS

750 DRAFT

FULL SERVICE

2 0 0 WINGS

RESTAURANT

EVERY /ST WEDNESDAY IS LADIES NIGHT!
1425 North Broad Street in Fairborn
878-4621

For Sale
Gateway computer and a
Lexmrk 231 printer for
sale. Incudes CD burner,
WindowsMe, an Office XP.
Contact Lisa at 426-0057

gerwlcag
Pregnant? You have
options. Adoption Link
can help. Counseling
Open or closed adoptions. Choose and meet
adoptive parents. Services
are free to birth parents
1-800-643-3356
Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test.
1401 Stroop Rd. 2933917. www.womensmedcenter.com
A Gas Card Mania. Up to
$300/day 7 days/week
No Brainer Call 718-0155
now for details
www.gasstation.gasupusa.com
A Gas Card Frenzy! Dail
Pay & Free Gas!! Ony
S 149.99. 718-0155
www.gasstation.gasupusa.com

Classifieds
Spring Break
Spring Break 2003- Travel
with STS Americas #1
Student Tour Operator,
Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or
Florida. Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, Travel Free.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummers.com
SPRING BREAK '03 with
StudentCity.com! Cancun,
Mazatlan Acapulco,
Bahamas. Jamaica, Florida!
REPS WANTED! Travel
free and earn cash! Call 1 800-293-1445 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com
today!

***ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best spring break
prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE,
Reps needed, EARNSSS.
Group Discounts for 6+. 1888-THINK SUN (1-888844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreak
discounts.com
SPRING BRE<\K 2003 is
now sponsored by Student
Express! Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Florida,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Express sponsors the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site
Staff. Contact
www.studentexpress.com
or 1-800-787-3787 for
details.

#1 Spring Break
Free trips, Drinks/Meals,
Lowest Prices, Parties
w/MTV/Jerry Springer
Early Spring Break
Featured, w/MSNBC/Travel
Specials! Cancun & Jamaica
Channel, Better than ever!!
From S429! Free Breakfast,
www.sunsplashtours.com
Dinners & Drinks! Award
1-800-426-7710
Winning Company! Group
Leaders Free! Florida
Vacations from S149!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
People Person
If you enjoy working and
Early Specials! Spring
being around fun, enerBreak Bahamas Party
getic individuals and
Cruise! 5 Days S299!
have strong communicaIncludes Meals, Parties!
tion skills, don't wait, call
Awesome Beaches,
now! No experience necNightlife! Departs Florida!
Get a Group And Go Free!! essary. PT/FT Will Train
937-859-5674
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Grad student sought to
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
help compile and write an
Sun Coast Vacations wants autobiography. Preferably
to send you on Spring
an English or Jounalism
Break 2003 for Free! Call
student. Contact PJ for
us now at 1-800-795-4786
more information at 879or email: sales®suncoast2184
vacations.com!

The gre;"T Dayton gas,
grocery, coupon savings,
sports and hobby club is
forming, serious yet fun
people wanted. Call 7180155 for details.
www.gasstation.gasupusa.com
Gas prices rising? No
Fear! Get free gas. Make
S3000 a day. See the
proof at our website
www.gasstation.gasu-

Love to teach? If you have
top test scores and a
dynamic personality, we've
got the best -<art-time job
you'll ever avc The
Princeton Review, the
nation's leader in test
preparation, is eeking
instructors for our upcoming MCAT course. Call us
today at: 800.347.7737 or
email
info.columbus@review.com
Auditions start soon!

S 14.15 base-appt. guaran- YMCA Wilson Outdor
teed starting pay.
Center
Fun work environment
Co-ed residential YMCA
with other students. 10-40 Christian camp in west
hours/week around classcentral Ohio has general
es/other job. Co-ops/
counselor, outpost, equesScholarships awarded, con- trian, aquatics, and teen
ditions exist. Customer
counselor positions
service/sales, no telemaravalaible for summer
keting, no door-to-door
2003. For more informasales. No experience neces- tion or an applicaion visit
sary, we train. Must have
www.ymcawilson.org or epositive attitude and good mail us at summerpeople skills.
camp@ymcawilson.org.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,
Servers needed. The Chop
937-436-3580
House. FT/PT hrs.
Excellent atmosphere.
Athletic and Outgoing
Interviews between 2-4pm.
fastest growing companyApplications anytime.
in the midwest seeking 3
to 4 energized individuals. 7727 Washington Village
Dr. Centerville, Oh.
Fun, positive work enviLocated behind J.
ronment. No telemarketing, no door to door sales. Alexanders and Carvers.
291-1661
Call 859-6733
DP&L -Join our Meter
Reading Team. DP&L has
part time opportunities
for meter readers in all of
our Dayton Service
Operations. In this position you will earn: A competitive wage, Incentive
bonuses. Flexible scheduling, Uniforms at no cost,
Mileage reimbursement.
For more information,
please call 1-800-7774427.
Bartender Trainees
Needed. S250 a day
potential. Local positions. 1-800-293-3985
ext. 298

Forwent

Furnished Faculty Home
Three Blocks from
Antioch. Secluded, shady
garden patio, year-round
dining porch, carpeted living room with fireplace,
master bed & bath, guest
bedroom, office with dedicated computer line, TV
room, 2 1/2 baths, W/D,
A/C, Cable. S925/mo. +
utilities, housekeeper.
Owner visits once a year
in tenant's absense. Lease
and references. Call 7677406. Ask for Mark.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO
SHARE living space at 721
Irving in UD Housing from
Dec 14- May 10. Only
S 1,300 (S260/mo.)! 2 Full
Bathrooms, Washer/Dryer,
A/C, Front & Back porches, dishwasher, 2 family
rooms, fully furnished.
Females only. Please call
Julianna at 232-3423 or
298-2543 for more information.
Roommate WANTED to
share 2 bedroom townhouse in Mapleview
Apartments. DSL, washer/dryer, A/C, Heat. Male,
non-smoker. Contact
Jason for more info at
878-0335 or
ward.25@wright.edu.

llHi1MHf||t
WANTED: Amateur/
Homemade Contortionist
Videos. Paying Big SSS.
Send sample video to:
Liberty, P.O. Box 31. King
George, VA 22485
Cash lor CD's DVD's
Videos, Playstation,
GameCube, Gameboy,
N64, X-Box, and CD ROM
games. No limit. Second
Time Around. 1133
Brown Street (neai U.D.)
228-6399
NEW! Millionaires that
giveaway "FREE MONEY"
for any good reason.
College, Bills, etc. Send
SI0.00 for information
to: Liberty, P.O. Box 31,
King George, VA 22485
Wanted: Honest and
motivated students or
staff who would llike to
participate in a no-brainer Business Opportunity
Fundraiser, during the
fall break. Call 718-0155
for details, www.gasstation.gasupusa.com

*
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NOV 29
HOTBOX
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$1 MILLHt UTE

DEC2S

SPONSORED BY C L O S E D
NEW EXPERIENCE
TANNING
TU—DAY

D I C 3-1

/ A

NEW YEARS EVE

NIGHT
$1.50
PITCHER

K , S S

-FW
LIVE

I

W , T H

DEC 6
LANGUS
DEC 13

QUINN
THONG

MTMHSSe

CONTEST

DEC 2 0
YORN

$94.50
CASH PRIZE

United Way

Join Wright State University's
United Way Student Campaign.
For a minimum $5 contribution, you are entered in a drawing for a chance to win either a
Winter Quarter In-State Undergraduate Tuition Waiver, or a $300 Wright State Bookstore Gift
Certificate. Help Wright State become Greene County's top contributor.
Campaign ends November 22nd
Drawing held on November 25th
For more information please contact The Office of Student Life at 775 -5570
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